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Welcome to the

PERFORMANCE DIGEST
If you’re reading this right now, then I am seriously honoured you decided to

invest in yourself and join the Performance Digest. I am extremely thankful
for every single member who chooses to join us on our relentless quest to
improve this industry for the better. Without you, this would simply not be
possible; so thank you.

LATEST NEWS

So, what’s special in this month’s issue?
1.

The new “members zone” - In our quest for constant improvement, this
month we launched the new-style members zone on the website. The
new-style members area allows you to easily navigate between things
such as the Performance Digest, the Audio Reviews, your Account
Information, and much more. Perhaps more importantly, it also lays the
foundations for next month’s improvement, but we’re keeping very quite
about that one for now. Just know that it’s going to be a big one!

Thanks for reading, and for being a member :)

Owen Walker
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OWEN WALKER
Founder and Director of
Science for Sport
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Performance Nutritionist for the English Football Association
alongside the England national squads (men's and women's)
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Audio

REVIEW
Caffeine
A 1-year recap on what we know and hope to find out from future research.
with James Morehen

WHAT WE DICUSS

In this episode of the “Audio Review”, James Morehen and
myself (Owen) discuss how useful caffeine is for athletic
performance. We also cover what we currently know, and
don’t know, from the research.

In this episode, we discuss:



What caffeine is and why it works



How much caffeine do athletes need to see an
improvement?



The best forms of caffeine supplementation



Issues with using caffeine for performance



What research we hope to see in the future

A bit about James
James is a SENr registered performance
nutritionist, currently completing his PhD at
Liverpool John Moores University. He is also a
Performance Nutritionist for the Football
Association alongside the England national
squads (men’s and women’s)

Episode length = 39 minutes

Listen Now
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The Science of

COACHING
[Abstract]

Preventing Coach Burnout
How to Manage with the Pressures of Professional Coaching

INTRODUCTION

WHAT THEY FOUND

WHAT THIS MEANS

The concept of burnout is usually linked with
athletes to describe responses such as emotional
and physical exhaustion, reduced sporting
accomplishment, and devaluation of sport
participation, however, this can also apply to
coaches. Burnout within any workplace, not just in
the coaching world, has been linked with negative
psychological (e.g. depression, anxiety) and somatic
(e.g. hypertension, tinnitus) health issues. Unlike a
typical workplace, however, coaches are required to
overcome or deal with additional stressors that may
result in triggering burnout symptoms more
frequently. The authors of this current article looked
to provide a description of burnout for coaches, as
well as a number of strategies that may be useful for
minimising the onset of burnout.

There are many factors which can lead to or play a
role in creating burnout within coaches:

To minimise the prevalence of burnout, it is
recommended that coaches consider the following
strategies:



High personalised demands (e.g.
perfectionism).



Limited control of athlete’s performance, match
outcome, or workplace decisions (e.g. no input
into buying/selling players) and the media.



Problems with management/administrative
board.



Public evaluation and defence of their
performance to management/administrative
boards, fans, and the media.



Constant speculation about their job security.



Extensive investment of time and resources for
producing positive athlete performance,
sometimes at the expense of personal leisure
and social experiences.



Lack of perceived reward for workload and job
performance.





Much like coaches advising their athletes on recovery,
coaches also need to ensure that they have a number of
recovery strategies. Coaches firstly need to be self-aware
of the symptoms and triggers of burnout which can be
combined with coach burnout monitoring tools (e.g.
Burnout Prevention Questionnaire for Coaches). This
would also include pursuing personal recovery-stress
balance strategies (e.g. leisure activities to
counterbalance work stress). Similar to athletic recovery,
it is also recommended that restful sleep can minimise
burnout symptoms amongst coaches.
Evaluate and reflect their own (sometimes too high)
expectations and standards, which will allow a coach to
provide some perspective on their performance.



Gather control over difficult situations by acquiring
additional qualifications of experience that may help
overcome the feeling of insecurity regarding job security.
This may also include the development of more positive
or better quality communication and conflict
management skills.



Having the management/administrative board provide
opportunities for the revision and development of a
coach’s skills and performance. In addition to this,
coaches are encouraged to seek help from these boards
when required.

Practical Takeaways
Unlike the average person, professional coaches have a numbers of additional stressors, both emotional and
physical that may lead to burnout; all of which can have significant, negative health consequences. Although
the recommendations provided in the current article appear to be relatively straightforward, professional
coaches have a tendency to ignore self-improvement and be more concerned with the performance of their
athletes. Ignoring the stressors or factors associated with burnout will ultimately lead to psychological and
physical health problems that may not just effect on the coach, but also all those linked with the
performance of the coach, including the athletes (see my review in issue #17). Coaches need to ensure that
they recognise the symptoms of burnout and how to personally manage this before burnout appears.
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Dr. Will Vickery
Will is a Senior Lecturer
of Sport Coaching at the
University of Northumbria
in Newcastle Upon Tyne,
U.K.
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Strength & Conditioning
This month’s top research in strength & conditioning.

CLUSTER SETS: HOW DO THEY INFLUENCE
SHORT-TERM POWER OUTPUT?
Morales-Artacho et al., (2018) Journal of Strength &
Conditioning Research.
LIMB ASYMMETRIES: CONSIDERATIONS
FOR PRACTITIONERS
Bishop et al., (2018) Strength and
Conditioning Journal.
DOES FAST-ECCENTRIC COMPLEX
TRAINING IMPROVE PERFORMANCE?
Bogdanis, G et al., (2018) Medicine &
Science in Sports & Exercise. 50(4), 729738.
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[Abstract]

Cluster sets: How do they influence shortterm power output?
OBJECTIVE
The capacity to generate power is a key performance factor in sports that require explosive actions. During isoinertial exercises,
force, velocity, and power output decrease when continuous repetitions are performed at maximal intended velocity due to the
development of neuromuscular fatigue. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of two different muscle
power training configurations (traditional sets vs. cluster sets) on lower-body maximal force, velocity, and power capabilities.
WHAT THEY DID
19 male university students were split either into a traditional- or cluster-training group. Prior to the intervention, all subjects
completed 2-weeks of circuit strength training, 3-weeks of hypertrophy training, and 3-weeks of maximal strength training. During
the 3-week intervention, the traditional training group performed a countermovement jump (CMJ) for 6x6 @ 20% of 1RM with 5minutes of rest between each set. The cluster group performed the same exercise for 6x6 @ 20% of 1RM, however, they had 30seconds of rest between every 2 reps and 4-minutes 30-seconds rest between each set.
A linear position transducer was used for each set to provide instantaneous feedback on velocity. Subjects were tested before
and after the intervention as well as at the end of each intervention for comparison. The tests included an incremental
countermovement jump (CMJ) test at 25%, 50%, and 75% of bodyweight in a Smith machine. Afterwards, subjects performed a 1RM
half squat in the Smith Machine (90 degrees of knee angle). A force-velocity profile was calculated from the incremental CMJ test.
WHAT THEY FOUND
Greater improvements in peak power (9.7% vs. 2.7%) and velocity (8.2% vs. 2.3%) were found in the cluster training group compared
to the traditional training group, respectively. These findings were only observed in the 25% bodyweight CMJ condition. No
meaningful differences were found at the higher loading conditions. Furthermore, no clear differences were observed in the force
-velocity profile. Consistent with previous research, barbell velocity was maintained throughout the cluster set with the 30-second
rest between every 2 reps, whereas traditional training showed a 4% decrease in velocity from the first rep to the 6th rep. No
changes were observed regarding maximal strength gains.

Practical Takeaways
Including 30-second rest periods between every 2 reps of
CMJs allows the maintenance of maximal intended velocity, as
well as improving the short-term power response at low loads.
The short-term velocity and power adaptations were likely load
-specific, meaning these improvements may not be seen when
using heavier loads, for example. Power training during the
intervention was velocity-orientated (20% of 1RM), this means
that positive changes in velocity and power were more likely to
be seen at lighter loads and bodyweight.
Potentially, cluster training could be utilised during a tapering
period to maximise power capabilities while minimising fatigue.
While no changes were observed in the force-velocity profile,
sorting the groups based on force-velocity imbalances, rather
than on maximal strength, may have potentially induced
positive training effects from the cluster loading with athletes
that are velocity-deficient. Lastly, considering that the postintervention improvements seem to be load-specific, force/
strength-emphasised cluster sets using heavy loads (e.g. >80%)
may be an effective way of improving force capabilities while
maintaining maximum outputs through a set.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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James’s
Comments
“Cluster training is defined as a training set which
there is a 15-45 second rest interval between
individual repetitions or a group of repetitions (see
video link below). It isn’t a new concept, but this
paper reinforces the unique ability of this training
configuration to maximise velocity throughout a set.
It’s important to note the use of the linear position
transducer in this study which was giving
instantaneous feedback on velocity. I think to get
the most out of cluster or power training, taking a
“velocity-based training” approach allows for
greater maximal intent during each repetition. If a
piece of equipment like this is out of your budget,
then instantaneous feedback could be something
as simple has hanging a tennis ball at the end of a
string that the athlete has to jump and touch with
their head; however, this of course, is also
dependent on your facility. Even setting up a mark
where the athlete has to get their head or eyes
above may be another cheap/no cost option for
providing instant feedback and performance
benchmarking when jumping.
Cluster training seems like it would fit into a taper
period well due to the lower RPEs compared to
traditional sets (plenty of examples in the article
linked below). Maintaining a higher quality of work
at a lower perceived effort would also have positive
benefits to sports which have heavy in-season
schedules (i.e. multiple games player per week)
such as soccer, hockey, or basketball.”

Strength & Conditioning
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[Abstract]

Limb Asymmetries: Considerations for
practitioners
OBJECTIVE
To date, the majority of the literature has highlighted the prevalence of limb differences across a range of tasks, rather than focusing on
whether these differences have a measureable effect on physical or sporting performance. Intuitively, practitioners may consider
notable asymmetries between limbs as detrimental to performance. This article will provide an overview of the available literature and
suggest evidence-based methods to reduce between-limb asymmetries, if necessary.
WHAT THEY DID
To the authors’ knowledge, only 6 studies exist to date which included specific training interventions for the purpose of reducing
between-limb asymmetries. However, one study provides no details of the methods employed to reduce imbalances so was not
included in this review.
WHAT THEY FOUND
One study used a 7-week back squat training programme to examine the effects on bilateral isometric peak force asymmetries at 90
and 120deg knee angle. Subjects were split into strong and weak groups based off of the isometric testing. Significant reductions in
asymmetry were found for the weaker group in both isometric conditions, with no changes noted for the strong group. However, it
should be noted that all asymmetry scores were <5%, with the stronger group ranging from 1.89-2.33% asymmetry. Another paper
looked a 6-week intervention for youth tennis players which included unilateral and bilateral strength (mainly on bosu balls) and
jumping. They measured single-leg hop, lateral hop and 4m side-side-forward change of direction test for between-leg asymmetries.
Results showed the intervention group significantly reduced asymmetries for all tests, while the control group demonstrated no
changes.
More recently, a study compared unilateral versus bilateral strength and power training programmes to determine changes in maximal
power asymmetry during a unilateral squat test. The intervention involved either unilateral or bilateral squats, CMJs, or drop jumps for 6
weeks. Reductions in asymmetry were greater in the unilateral group compared to the bilateral group (9.6-4.8% and 6.9-4.4%,
respectively). It should be noted that this paper used the Bulgarian split squat which is not truly unilateral. Additional note: Some of the
interventions mentioned here are in the infographic posted below.

Practical Takeaways
The papers reviewed in this study show that lower-limb asymmetries
can be reduced through specific single-leg or double-leg training
interventions. However, whether you want to reduce the asymmetry
may come down the time of season and the sport the athlete is
involved in. For example, a sprint hurdler may use unilateral jumping as
a physical assessment. If the athlete is only a few months away from
competing, it may be better to leave the asymmetry due to the
potential of altering motor control with the athlete having to integrate
new levels of power into their technique.
Another example is a baseball pitcher whereby reducing any upperbody imbalance may, in fact, decrease the pitchers ball velocity.
However, as shown in a paper by Brown et al., (HERE), a targeted 1legged programme for the weaker leg can reduce lower-limb
asymmetry and consequently improve maximal velocity and power. A
full write-up on this article is available via the attached article link.
Therefore, to clarify, seeking to reduce asymmetries for performance
benefits may be beneficial early in a training cycle (i.e. further away
from competition). However, to determine whether or not an
asymmetry should be reduced, the authors of this review propose a
between-limb asymmetry threshold of 10% or less. It should also be
noted that different asymmetry thresholds exist depending on the test
selected, as not all tests produce equal results.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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James’s
Comments
“While it seems there is a different asymmetry
threshold with different tests, most practitioners will
measure asymmetries through jump testing due to
the ease and cost of equipment. An asymmetry
threshold of 10% or less seems to be applicable for
jump testing, suggesting that a between-leg
asymmetry >10% should be considered for reduction.
Measuring asymmetries during sprinting generally
requires expensive equipment such as a Woodway
Treadmill. Asides that, some cheap jump testing
options I have used include the single-leg squat jump
and CMJ testing on a jump mat. This will, however,
only give you jump height, and unfortunately, not how
they got to that height (e.g. rate of force
development). Another option for doing so is by using
the My Jump 2 app and selecting the asymmetry test
which involves a single-leg drop jump (video in link
below). This test requires a pretty strong strength and
‘plyometric’ base in order to get the most out of the
test as weaker, lower training age, or less experienced
athletes will “sink” into the drop jump. If you have
access to more expensive equipment, a force plate
can give you more data such as rate of force
development and eccentric loading patterns.
As stated above, for running-based asymmetries, the
Woodway can give you horizontal force and power
differences between legs and can provide very useful
information after a hamstring injury, for example.
Striving for perfect symmetry between limbs is,
however, probably not the answer to improving
performance and decreasing the potential for injury.”

Strength & Conditioning
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[Abstract]

Does fast-eccentric complex training
improve performance?
OBJECTIVE
A wide range of training loads and methods have been shown to improve an athlete’s rate of force development (RFD) and their
muscle power output. One of the main mechanisms for enhancing power is an increase in type IIa and IIx muscle fibre cross-sectional
area (CSA). However, heavy resistance training protocols typically result in a decrease in percentage of type IIx fibres (article linked
below for further reading). The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of short-term, fast-eccentric, and ballistic complex
training on muscle power, RFD, muscle fibre composition and CSA.
WHAT THEY DID
16 male university students were randomly assigned to either a low-volume, fast-eccentric, and ballistic training group (TG) or a control
group (CG) that continued their recreational activities. The TG performed 3 sessions a week for 6 weeks. Sessions 1 and 3 included a
combination of fast-eccentric loaded squats (6x2 at pre-determined individual optimal load) and plyometric jumps (maximal effort jump
1, 2, and 3-minutes after each set). Session 2 included ballistic loaded jump squats (6x4 @ 30% of 1RM) and plyometric jumps (maximal
effort jump 1, 2, and 3-minutess after each set).
Prior to the intervention, subjects had a muscle biopsy of the vastus lateralis taken, and were required to attend 2 familiarisation
sessions. Afterwards, subjects were tested for height and weight, 1RM half squat (90deg knee angle), jump squat on force plate for RFD
at 0, 15, 30, 45, and 65% of 1RM, and optimal load determination of the fast-eccentric half squat using 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90% half
squat 1RM. Measures were repeated within 7-10 days after the intervention.
WHAT THEY FOUND
The load that maximised the product of RFD and peak force ranged between 60-80% (average = 74%) during the fast-eccentric squat.
Lean leg volume increased from pre- to post-training in the TG only, which highly correlated with the absolute change in 1RM
improvement (14.4% + 9.3%). Fibre-type distribution was similar before testing and did not change after the intervention. However,
significant changes were found for type I, IIa, and IIx fibre CSA, whereby all fibres increased by 8.3% to 11.6% for the TG only. Increases in
CSA was correlated with peak power generated against different external loads and with RFD (0-100, 0-200, 0-300ms). CMJ height and
power increased only for the TG across all external loads by 20-36% and 16-22%, respectively.

Practical Takeaways
This study shows that a low-volume training protocol consisting of
12 fast-eccentric squats with sub-maximal loads, plus 18 CMJs for
sessions 1 and 3, 24 jump squats, and 18 CMJs in session 2 of each
week results in large improvements in RFD, CSA in all muscle fibre
types, power output, and CMJ height across a wide range of external
loads.
This would suggest that short-term improvements in muscular
power and explosive force, accommodated by hypertrophy of both
fast- and slow-twitch fibres, may be attained without using heavy
loads. The effectiveness of this programme may be due, in part, to
the fast-eccentric squat as it was able to achieve high peak ground
reaction forces and RFD. The fact that the optimal load was achieved
at approximately 74% of 1RM potentially makes this exercise an
effective and safer way to improve performance compared to other
modes of fast-eccentric exercise such as the drop jump; since highimpact forces can increase the risk of injury.
Interestingly, the percentage of type IIx muscle fibres did not
decrease after the intervention (see 2nd article link below for more
on the topic) which is usually seen during heavy strength training or
loaded power training. Potentially making this a training protocol that
could be implemented leading up to competition for power– and/or
velocity-based athletes.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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James’s
Comments
“While this paper shows promising
results for low-volume power
training on performance and muscle
fibre CSA changes, caution should be
noted at the subjects used in this
study. All students were university
students who hadn’t taken part in a
systematic strength or power training
programme for the last 6 months and
were only recreationally active. Large
improvements were very likely to be
seen in this subject cohort regardless
of the power training protocol.
Though it has been seen in previous
research in untrained subjects, in this
study, no changes in muscle fibre
type distribution was evident.
In conclusion, the lower volume, sub
-maximal loading, and short training
period of this training programme
potentially makes this training
protocol applicable for higher-level
athletes.”

Technology & Monitoring
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Technology & Monitoring
This month’s top research on technology and monitoring.

SENSOR INSOLES: CAN WE ACCURATELY MEASURE
FORCE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS?
Nagahara R and Morin JB (2018) Journal of Sports
Engineering and Technology.
MEASURING INDIVIDUAL
ADAPTATIONS TO TRAINING:
THE IMPORTANCE OF
UNDERSTANDING THE DETAILS
Peltonen H, et al., (2018)
European Journal of Applied
Physiology, 1.
MUSCLE OXYGEN MONITORING:
THE MOXY VS. PORTAMON
McManus C, et al., (2018) Journal

of Biomedical Optics, 1.
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[Abstract]

Sensor insoles: Can we accurately measure
force-time characteristics?
OBJECTIVE
Coaches and sports medicine professionals need to get data in real-world environments since many activities in
team situations can’t be done in the lab. With the value of data from foot motion and impact, the use of a sensorrich insole for measuring ground reaction forces is appealing. Injures and load monitoring over the last few years
has gained momentum with player tracking systems, but the rise of new foot sensors could be a great solution
for teams and individual athletes (see related video below). Therefore, the objective of this study was to examine
the concurrent validity of the sensor insole for measuring temporal and vertical force variables during sprinting.
WHAT THEY DID
Researchers evaluated the Moticon insole - a pressure mapping device - for both the vertical forces and
temporal variables of sprinting. Using one subject who is able to run at recreational levels, they compared the
sensor data to a continuous force plate runway sampling at 1,000 Hz. After a few trials, the researchers
compared the data from the pressure mapping insole to the force plates and used a typical statically
programme for analysis.
WHAT THEY FOUND
The results of the study were very clear. Sampling at 50 Hz using pressure sensors for collecting both temporal
and force data during sprints compared to a force plate is not interchangeable, nor appropriate for sprinting. The
researchers were wise in noting that the frequency they chose to record in (50 Hz) was not sufficient to match
the timing of a force plate (1,000 Hz), but the plantar pressures were more of an enigma, perhaps due to preactivity of muscles or similar.

Practical Takeaways
Clearly the researchers found that the first
generation of the Moticon insole is not
appropriate for sprinting, and validation studies
should follow the design and analysis used in
the study. On the other hand, most validation
studies should be done annually, as each year
upgrades to both the hardware and algorithms
in sports technology will make a research
study obsolete by the time it’s officially
published. From the conclusions of the paper,
it’s clear that pressure mapping has
commonalities to force analysis and is similar,
but it’s not a replacement at this time. This
month the new insole upgrade is available, and
the sensor count and sampling rate is higher.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Carl’s
Comments
“What would have been nice is
to see both walking and running
data used, so engineers and
sports professionals could be
exposed to what sampling
speeds are necessary for various
activities in rehabilitation and
training. Most gait analysis is
walking analysis, and since
pressure mapping is used with
injured athletes, walking
information would have been a
great addition. Medical data to
anatomical motion, such as
Centre of Pressure (CoP), would
have been more appropriate as
the primary use for pressure
mapping is podiatry and sports
medicine.”

Technology & Monitoring
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[Abstract]

Measuring individual adaptations to training:
The importance of understanding the details
OBJECTIVE
Measuring inter-individual adaptations is a growing need for coaches or anyone involved within highperformance sport. The rate of force development (RFD) is a very sensitive and difficult measurement to gather
in athletes, and other factors such as internal endocrine status can shed additional light on athletes, if used
properly. Evidence and guidance to preparation coaches on how specific explosive strength interacts with
individual athletes biochemically would be a great way to improve monitoring and training. As a result, the aim
of this study was to study the inter-individual adaptations in RFD after two distinct strength and power training
programmes.
WHAT THEY DID
The study took a small population of healthy males with the average age of 28 and trained them for 20 weeks.
They were not allowed to do any extensive endurance training and were forced to do lower-body multi-joint
lifts so the intensity was high. They were tested in the lab using both blood analysis and electromyography, as
well as a leg press device to get the estimation of RFD. After testing, conventional statistical analysis was
performed.
WHAT THEY FOUND
It was not surprising that after about five months of strength training, the subjects improved their 1-repetition
maximum and made improvements in RFD. What was insightful was the variability with results and how other
measures of training that were invasive didn’t fully explain the non-responders. What can be concluded is that
simple concepts of maximal strength and RFD are too crude to assume, and even more extensive laboratory
testing is still not comprehensive enough to explain how RFD trends over time with all individuals.

Practical Takeaways
What is very obvious now is the need to
individualise training so that all athletes can
respond favourably to the training stimulus. The
use of the term “non-responder” (i.e. an athlete
who does not improve performance after an
intervention) is growing and researchers want to
know why those particular athletes don’t make
progress after an intervention. In addition to
individualised training, the popularity of jump
testing with force plates could make specific
indices of RFD a useful metric for teams looking
for ways to gauge improvement in power
production and speed over typical strength tests
(e.g. back squat 1-RM). Finally, the use of
endocrine markers such as the Free Androgen
Index (HERE) may add extra context to force
testing.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Carl’s
Comments
“I personally wanted to read this
study as it combined
biochemical, electromyography,
and force sensors to estimate
RFD. While isometric testing and
machines are not ideal, the
design of the study is useful for
elite athletes because the
process of collecting an array of
variables is very important when
trying to see why a change in
performance has occurred.
Exploring the exact cellular or
neuromuscular responses to
training is why sport science is
important, because field-testing
is limited and more extensive
approaches are revealing.”

Technology & Monitoring
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[Abstract]

Muscle Oxygen Monitoring: The MOXY vs.
PortaMon
OBJECTIVE
Muscle oximetry provides continuous measurement, or monitoring, of the oxygen saturation (SmO²) levels in muscle tissue of
athletes. Muscle Oxygen Monitoring allows coaches/practitioners to see what is going on inside the athlete’s muscle in realtime. Muscle Oxygen Monitoring utilises a technology called “Near-Infrared Spectroscopy” (NIRS).
When investing into sports technology, coaches and sport scientists sometimes have the luxury of choosing different brand
options when purchasing equipment. While some of the instrumentation uses the same technology, subtle differences between
hardware and firmware will have an effect on the data. Comparison studies between different equipment sometimes can
perform both validation and reliability, in addition to evaluating how similar the outputs are with each other.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare muscle oxygenation as measured by two portable, wireless NIRS devices under
resting and dynamic conditions.
WHAT THEY DID
Researchers compared the MOXY and PortaMon NIRS to both healthy men and women to see how they performed in different
exercise scenarios, including at rest. In this study, the researchers attached the sensors to a small group of subjects (n = 6) and
compared the data to see how each system performed specifically. Subtle details such as adipose thickness and pressure were
evaluated in order to see the practical requirements for accurate information.
WHAT THEY FOUND
The findings were very straightforward, the two systems used in the study were similar but not interchangeable for coaches.
This means that swapping out another instrument during the season would corrupt the data. The researchers provided an
accurate summary of the data in their conclusions to ensure that the findings in the results matched their recommendations. At
this time, MOXY, the less expensive option, requires a leaner athlete and a stricter protocol in attaching the sensor to the athlete
in order to perform as well as the PortaMon.

Practical Takeaways
So far, as the authors have concluded, the use
of NIRS in sport has no research to
demonstrate value in tracking athletes, but
does provide acceptable data with tissue
oxygenation saturation index values. NIRS
devices have been used to replace invasive
lactate testing, but those are not new
measures in sport. If a sport scientist or coach
is limited in funds, they may be able to use
the less expensive MOXY system to achieve
similar trends in the physiological responses
to exercise, but the PortaMon does have an
advantage for those professionals who need
to test subjects with higher body fat levels
and provide more NIRS parameters.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Carl’s
Comments
“New wearable sensors are likely
to improve in both size and
accuracy over the next ten years
so that they are not a distraction
to athletes and can measure
more muscles besides the
vastus lateralis in a lab. Despite
this, it’s up to the sports
performance community to
come up with novel ways to use
the tissue oxygenation levels for
practical applied purposes
before the technology becomes
saturated in the market (no pun
intended). Also, this article was a
great lesson to coaches to
explain how details in applying
technology matters, reinforcing
the notion of repeatability from
standardising every use.”
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Fatigue & Recovery
This month’s top research on fatigue and recovery.

CAN COLD WATER IMMERSION OFFSET
THE STRESS OF TRAINING IN THE HEAT?
Skein M, (2018) J Therm Biol.
CAN SLEEP BE USED AS AN INDICATOR OF
OVERREACHING AND OVERTRAINING IN
ATHLETES?
Lastella M. et al., (2018) Front. Physiol.
COLD WATER IMMERSION: CONTINUOUS
VS. INTERMITTENT PROTOCOLS
Sánchez-ureña B. et al., (2018) J Hum Sport
Exerc. 13(2):1–12.
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[Abstract]

Can cold water immersion offset the stress
of training in the heat?
OBJECTIVE
Athletes frequently train in the heat, and while the physiological responses and adaptations to heat are well described in the literature,
less is known on how it affects sleep. Furthermore, the effects of cold-water immersion (CWI) to attenuate possible sleep effects from
heat training are also unknown. Therefore, the objective of this study was to understand the effects of heat training on different markers
of sleep, and to investigate the effects of CWI on sleep.
WHAT THEY DID
Thirty participants trained for 5 consecutive days in ~32ºC, being randomly divided in 3 different interventions: 1) 90-min exercise at 40%
of the power generated at VO2max (Pmax) in the heat followed by 15-min passive recovery in the heat (group 90HT; n = 10); 2) 90-min
exercise at 40% Pmax in the heat followed by 15-min CWI, immersed to the sternal noch, at ~14ºC (group 90CWI; n = 10); and 3) 30-min
exercise in the heat, alternating between 40% Pmax and 70% Pmax, followed by a 15-min passive recovery in the heat (group 30HT; n =
10).
Prior to the beginning of the cycling protocol, a baseline sleep measure was obtained during 5 consecutive days using an actigraph.
Further measures of sleep included sleep location, bedtime and get-up time, duration using electronic devices immediately prior to
bed, and sleep quality. Heart rate (HR) and Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) were recorded every 5-min of the cycle protocol.
WHAT THEY FOUND
Comparison between HT and baseline
Total sleeping time was reduced during HT in comparison to baseline, essentially due to an increase in the duration of time the
subjects were awake. Furthermore, subjective rating of sleep was decreased in HT compared to baseline.
Comparison between interventions
Sleep latency was significantly shorter for 30HT in comparison to 90HT and 90CWI. Sleep quality was significantly lower during 90HT in
comparison to 30HT and 90CWI. Physiological strain index (PSI) was significantly higher for 90CWI intervention during exercise (Days 25), and 90HT was significantly higher than 30HT (Day 5).

Practical Takeaways
This study demonstrates that an increase in training load
(from 2-3 sessions a week to 5) and environmental
temperature reduces sleep quality and sleep time, with CWI
having no effect for improving sleep quality or time. Due to
the design of this study, it is not possible to quantify the
effects of each variable (i.e. increased training load or
training in the heat) on sleep quality and sleep duration. The
findings from this study may suggest that it might be
beneficial to progress each variable overtime. For example,
increase the training load during week one, and on the
subsequent week, maintain the load but increase the
environmental stimulus (i.e. increase the heat); this will
ensure strategic and progressive loading.
The fact that sleep was primarily affected due to awake
duration, indicates that sleep hygiene strategies (see
infographic link below) should be implemented during
training camps in hot environments. This will ensure that the
responses and adaptations to training are not affected by
poor sleep.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Francisco’s
Comments
“I believe this study provides an important
message; for example, reinforcing the notion
that practitioners must account for
environmental stressors when designing a
training programme (e.g. the same training
programme will likely elicit different training
loads when in different environments).
Nevertheless, the fact that the participants of
this study increased the training frequency
from 2-3 sessions per week to 5 consecutive
training days, may have also been the
causative factor to them experiencing
negative changes in sleep; rather than the
heat itself. Importantly, CWI did not have any
positive affect for improving sleep quality.
One of the factors I like in this study is the
fact that participants were able to sleep in
their own environment (i.e. their own bed,
sleeping routines, etc.), which does not
happen in similar studies performed during
training camps. This way, the researchers
were able to isolate some independent
training camp related independent variables.
When exposed to acute heat training, some
strategies can be implemented to reduce
awake time and therefore increase sleep
duration (see infographic).”
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[Abstract]

Can sleep be used as an indicator of
overreaching and overtraining in athletes?
OBJECTIVE
Together with nutrition and hydration, sleep is one of the pillars of recovery. As sleep quality and quantity
declines as an acute and chronic response to increases in training loads, it may be a useful strategy to monitor
overreaching (OR) and overtraining (OT) in athletic population. This paper aims to review the current literature
exploring the relationship between sleep and OT / OR.
WHAT THEY DID
The authors organise this narrative review according to the following topics:




Relationship between sleep disturbances and OR / OT athletes;
Factors and mechanisms influencing sleep during OR / OT;
Manipulation of factors to improve sleep;

WHAT THEY FOUND
Sleep disturbances occur in parallel with OR / OT, as demonstrated by the decreased sleep quality and/or
duration in OR/OT vs. non-OR/OT. Moreover, there seems to be a relationship between increases in training
loads and sleep quality/quantity in team-sport athletes. Training-related factors that may link OR / OT with
sleep disturbances include increases in training load and training/competition schedule. Moreover, there
seems to be some rationale to associate changes in immune function from OR/OT and sleep disturbance. A
reciprocal combination of physiological and psychological changes occurs during OR / OT, therefore, it is
difficult to determine the direction of the relationship’s different variables. In other words, it is not clear if sleep
affects immune function or vice versa.

Practical Takeaways
As such, coaches/practitioners need to investigate the cause of
changes in sleep duration / quality associated to OR / OT for
themselves. In order to do so, consider asking yourself these
questions:


Are changes expected due to increases in training load?



Are changes expected due to changes in training
schedule?



What is the typical individual sleep responses to increases
in training load and/or changes in training schedule?



How long has an athlete been suffering from sleep
disturbances?



Is this change typical following periods of increased load /
changes in training schedule?

Practitioners must have in mind that changes in sleep duration
and/or quality are influenced by an array of factors. When
monitoring for OR / OT, the coach/practitioner needs to
understand if sleep changes are associated to other factors
rather than changes in training load or training schedule.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Francisco’s
Comments
“The sleep disturbances and OR / OT
follows a typical two-edged sword
scenario, where each factor influences the
other (i.e. inadequate sleep promotes OR /
OT, and OR / OT leads to sleep
disturbances). Therefore, strategies
promoting increases in sleep quality/
duration should be carefully implemented
in order to enhance training adaptation and
avoid undesirable training states.
Although further research is warranted to
understand the validity of sleep markers to
monitor for OR / OT, perceptual sleep
duration and sleep quality in combination
with other markers (e.g. performance
markers and other subjective markers of
readiness/fatigue) and load variables (e.g.
changes in acute and chronic training load)
should be included when monitoring for
OR / OT. However, given that decreases in
sleep duration/quality will likely influence
other markers, it is important for
practitioners to explore the possible
reasons behind these changes in sleep
(e.g. pre-competition anxiety, increase in
academic work, etc.).”
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[Abstract]

Cold water immersion: continuous vs.
intermittent protocols
OBJECTIVE
Cold water immersion (CWI) is extensively used as a recovery modality within athletic populations in order to
speed up recovery. Although various CWI protocols have been proposed and used, studies comparing different
CWI protocols are surprisingly scarce. This randomised control trial compared the effect of a continuous vs.
intermittent CWI protocol.
WHAT THEY DID
In this study with a cross-over experimental design, 12 female handball athletes were exposed to a continuous
(conCWI; 12 minutes of immersion at a water temperature of 14C°), an intermittent CWI protocols (intCWI; 4x2
minutes with a water temperature of 14 C° and with a 1-minute rest period between immersions) and a control
(CON; passive recovery) after a fatigable task. The athletes performed each experimental condition on a different
week.
Two hours prior to the experimental protocol, a baseline measure of a visual analog scale (VAS-Pain),
countermovement jump (CMJ), and thigh volume were obtained. The same measures were obtained 0, 24, and 48
hours after the treatment. The VAS-Pain was measured by the participants’ perceived level of pain at the thigh,
during a 90-degree squat. The fatigable task consisted of a 3x60 minutes training match.
WHAT THEY FOUND
Pain was significantly reduced in both CWI experiments immediately, 24, and 48 hours after training in comparison
to CON. Having said that, no differences were observed between the two CWI experiments. Nevertheless, both
CMJ and thigh volume did not change significantly between any of the groups or at any time measurement.

Practical Takeaways
The main finding of this study is that CWI was an efficient
way to reduce muscle soreness (0, 24 and 48 hours after
intervention), as demonstrated by the lower VAS-Pain
scores in the CWI groups vs CON.
Considering the reduction in the participants’ perception
of pain after the use of CWI protocols, the authors
recommend for practitioners to implement CWI prior to
training sessions; however, they didn’t mention how long
before (e.g. 1 or 5 hours beforehand). Having said this,
practitioners should bear in mind that CWI has been
extensively associated to decreases in performance by
reducing muscle function, for example (see attached
article #1). Given CWI can decrease nerve conductibility,
it can also be linked to a decrease in proprioception. As a
result, practitioners need to weigh up the cost-to-benefit
ratio of prescribing CWI before a training session
because there are “pro’s and con’s” to both methods (i.e.
using it before a training session or deciding not too).

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Francisco’s
Comments
“When compared to a control (i.e. passive
recovery), the main findings of this study were
that CWI seems to be effective for reducing the
perception of pain during exercise, but not for
reducing thigh volume or reestablishing
neuromuscular performance. Despite CWI
appearing to be an effective recovery modality,
no significant differences were observed between
the two CWI protocols.
What would have also been interesting is if the
authors measured the participants’ perceived
discomfort during the two different CWI
interventions. The reason I feel this would be
interesting is because I frequently find that some
athletes simply don’t like to do CWI because they
feel it’s uncomfortable, meaning they either do
not complete the full protocol (e.g. get out of the
bath before the prescribed immersion time) or
don’t do it at all. I’m sure this is something we can
all relate too?
Lastly, I believe it is important to mention that the
small sample size is a limitation of this study.
While no significant differences between groups
were observed on CMJ performance and thigh
volume, the lack of statistical significance (p <
0.05) does not necessarily demonstrate that there
are no worthwhile effects for using CWI with
these athletes (see attached article #3 for more
on this topic).”
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Youth Development
This month’s top research on youth development.

HAS THE PREMIER LEAGUE’S EPPP INCREASED
OR DECREASED INJURY RATES?
Tears, C. et al., (2018) Journal of Sports
Sciences, pp.1-8.
SHOULD WE BE DESIGNING
PLYOMETRIC TRAINING BASED ON
RSI PERFORMANCE?
Ramirez-Campillo, R. (2018) The
Journal of Strength & Conditioning
Research, 32(4), pp.885-893.
STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
CONSIDERATIONS FOR YOUTH
SWIMMERS
Nugent, F.J. (2018) Strength & Conditioning

Journal, 40(2), pp.31-39.
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[Abstract]

Has the Premier League’s EPPP increased or
decreased injury rates?
OBJECTIVE
Category 1 academies are the so-called “cream of the crop” in the Premier League, and must continually demonstrate consistent
excellence to maintain a ‘category 1’ status to pave the way for future footballers. Within these academies are young, talented
players who must be strong and robust to justify their place in the academy. As such, the sports science and medicine
departments are always seeking innovative and effective methods for reducing injury-risk to ensure that these players have the
platform to display their talent.
The objective of this study was to investigate the incidence of injury in youth football players both before and after the adoption
of a new injury prevention scheme, known as the Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP). The EPPP is a holistic programme,
designed to develop home-grown talent based on developmental milestones informed by sports scientists and coaches. A more
detailed explanation of this model is provided in the attached article.
WHAT THEY DID
One Category 1 academy was involved in this study and supported this research with injury data and patterns from the male U12U18’s teams over six seasons. The first three seasons in this study were monitored before the introduction of the EPPP, while the
last three seasons included were after the EPPP regulations were enforced in category 1 academies. This provided the platform
for this study, allowing a pre- vs post-intervention design. All data was collected between the years of 2009 and 2015.
WHAT THEY FOUND
In this study, a total of 882 injuries were reported by the sports medicine team over the six year period. These injuries were split
into a pre- and post-EPPP intervention, with 486 occurring before the EPPP intervention, and only 396 prevailing after the EPPP
scheme. Each player experienced on average 1.43 injuries per season, with more injuries occurring in the pre-EPPP period (1.57
injuries per player) compared to the three years once the EPPP took effect (1.28 injuries per player). After the introduction of the
EPPP, the following age groups U-12, 13, 14, 15, and 18’s injury rates significantly reduced after the three seasons. These results
were, however, not consistent with the U16’s team, whose injury incidence increased after the EPPP.

Practical Takeaways
This is one of the first studies to investigate the impact of the EPPP on
injury prevalence and prevention. It may be suggested that for a majority
of category 1 age groups, the EPPP has been an effective intervention
with regards to reducing injury rates in players. This may be attributed to
the exposure to quality and structured training, which will develop a
more professional and holistic working environment. However, this does
not explain the anomaly in the research findings that is the U16’s group
that could be explained below.
The EPPP model is split into three distinct phases: 1) the Foundation
phase (U5-11), 2) the Youth phase (U12-16), and 3) the Professional
development phase (U17-21). From the foundation phase to the youth
phase, the exposure to training doubles from 8 hours to 16 hours. An
increase in contact time and thus training volume has been previously
linked to an increased injury incidence. This sentiment has been echoed
by Dr. Dev Mishra, whose attached podcast discusses some of the
mechanisms and theories of this in more detail. In addition, the Youth
phase of the EPPP model coincides with the average onset age of Peak
Height Velocity (PHV) in males (mean = 14 years). Doubling the volume of
training, coupled with an increase in force potential due to muscular
growth that follows PHV and poor coordination may explain why injuries
increased. As a result of this, it may be worth the EPPP revisiting the late
stages of this phase, but the Performance Digest reader is reminded that
these findings may not be applicable to every category 1 academy who
will have a unique approach to athletic development.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Tom’s
Comments
“I found this to be a really interesting study. As
previously mentioned in the practical takeaways
section, the reader must remember that the practice
of one academy vs. another can vary greatly. The
staff, players, and environment can present many
differences to performance outcomes, all of which
can become key contributors towards player
development. Additionally, whilst the EPPP provides
recommendations for contact time and hours spent
on given tasks (e.g. physical development), what
these tasks look like may be very different from club
-to-club. For example, the EPPP suggests that
sports science support should be a given at all ages
in the EPPP (U5-21), however, the quality of their
youth systems may dictate how physically robust
these children are when they reach a “competitive”
stage in their career.
As a reader of the Performance Digest I believe you
may be interested in the opinions of Michael Calvin
in the attached Video on the EPPP. Michael is the
author of the book “No Hunger in Paradise: The
Players. The Journey.” This book follows the
pathway of players from grass-roots to professional
practice, highlighting some of the issues and
barriers players face in the Premier League system.
Interestingly, Michael emphasises the current cost
of the EPPP (£1 billion GBP), and how this may
actually limit creativity and ingenuity in practice.
Whilst I’m still “neutral” with regards to the
advantages versus the disadvantages of the EPPP,
it’s certainly interesting to hear two sides of the
story.”
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[Abstract]

Should we be designing plyometric training
based on RSI performance?
OBJECTIVE
Reactive strength index (RSI) is an effective way of assessing muscle-tendon stiffness. The ability to individualise
training load and intensity is thought to be a key component of any conditioning programme. One of the
fundamental reasons RSI is measured is to determine the “optimal” performance at a given height, known as the
optimal drop height (ODH) and can supposedly inform decisions regarding plyometric prescription. This study
compared the effects of a fixed, control, and an “optimal” jump height over 7 weeks in young soccer players.
WHAT THEY DID
This study recruited 73 young soccer players (age 10.9-15.9) from a professional soccer academy. Before and
after 7 weeks of training, all players were asked to complete a series of jumping, sprinting, change of direction
(COD), strength, endurance, and kicking ability tests. Participants were familiar with the test used in this study as
they use it regularly for monitoring in their academy. Athletes were randomly allocated to a control group (n =24),
a fixed drop height group (n = 25), or an optimal drop-box height group (n = 24).
WHAT THEY FOUND
The aim of this study was to compare the effects of maximal effort vertical-oriented jump training with “fixed drop
box” (i.e. 30 cm) vs. “OPT drop box” (i.e. based on the highest individual RSI values) on the athletic performance of
youth soccer players. As hypothesised, both plyometric training approaches improved youth soccer players’
athletic performance scores, with greater improvements in the OPT group as compared to the CG. In other words,
the authors of this study recommend that to get optimal results from maximal effort vertical jumps, the process
should be individualised for the athlete by determining their muscle-tendon stiffness properties through the RSI
test.

Practical Takeaways
It is important to acknowledge that both the plyometric
intervention group and the optimal group (who received RSI
-informed plyometric programming for 7 weeks) both
showed improvements to a greater extent when compared
to the control group. This may be explained by the young
age of the subjects (10.9-15.9), where younger participants
generally have an increased sensitivity to training stimulus
and can therefore adapt positively to training.
Plyometric training should enhance motor unit recruitment,
tendon stiffness, Golgi-tendon organ inhibition, and muscle
strength to improve jump height and capacity which has
been further explained in the attached article. In terms of an
individual or team’s training schedule, 7 weeks is a relatively
short period, especially in team-sports. One overlooked
implication of “guessing” an individual’s plyometric
tolerance is that excessive bouts of high muscle-tendon
strain can lead to injury. From this, it may be suggested that
performing an RSI test prior to prescribing exercise could be
a good idea moving forward for practitioners.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Tom’s
Comments
“The force mat used in this study can be
very expensive and time consuming for
the coach. Similarly, other brands of jump
mats such as the Optojump system or
even force platforms can also be costly,
making this an out-of-reach luxury for
some clubs. This is particularly relevant
for a youth S&C set-up, as the funds for
academies are generally not as high as
the senior teams.
I have found when working with small
groups, the phone app known as 'My
Jump 2' can be a cheap alternative to
measure RSI with high reliability. This app
is easy to use and can store data for many
repetitions. This application breaks down
a video of a drop jump (See attached
video). However, the reader is reminded
that they must get permission before
video recording young athletes and
should consult with schools/clubs
regarding their individual safeguarding
policies.”
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[Abstract]

Strength and Conditioning Considerations
for Youth Swimmers
OBJECTIVE
Swimming can be a great sport to provide children with a strong foundation of movements, a respect for training and life balance, and
physiological strengths that can lend themselves to other sports. Between the ages of 7-13, children are in their developmental years and can
benefit from accessing some land-based exercise to support bone growth and force production. This article provides the reader with some
recommendations regarding common exercises, movement screens, and sets and reps currently used in young swimmers.
BACKGROUND TO S&C IN SWIMMING
Swimming is a sport that places a large amount of training volume on young children. This commitment to training poses a large risk for early
specialisation, where children place an intensive focus in their training to one sport over many months. Consequently, a large amount of contact
time (6-8 sessions per week or 11-15 hours of training) can prevent a child from developing a wide-array of sporting skills such as force through the
floor or bone-loading that usually develops with land-based sports or resistance training (see the attached article).
Children who are given age-appropriate strength and conditioning support should flourish compared to their peers, by developing a resistance to
injury, movement proficiency and competency, and increased propulsive-power generation. Such skills are believed to be vital for long-term
engagement in multiple-sports, but further, should develop better swimmers in the long-run. In this article, and the attached video, S&C coaches
suggest that the main aims of an S&C programme in swimming should be to enhance muscular force and power production, whilst simultaneously
decreasing resistance through the water by improving technique and body position.
MOVEMENTS THAT MAKE WINNERS
According to Nugent and colleagues, swimmers should develop fundamental movement skills (FMS) which comprises of locomotive,
manipulative, and stabilising skills. These are suggested to form the foundations of more complex and sport-specific skills that must be mastered
to allow for the autonomous production of precise movement patterns (Lunge > jumping lunge). Exaggerating “swimming-specific” movements
may limit the individual, and therefore supress the development of their ‘movement portfolio’. As such, FMS’s are a key target for the authors.
To accompany training, the athlete’s must be tested to ensure that progress is made and to develop an understanding of the injury risk that could
be foreseen and/or mitigated. For example, this study not only provides the reader with exercises for the commonly injured areas (shoulder, spine,
ankle, etc.), but also supports the reader with the methods for conducting a plantarflexion test - an important test for assessing extension of the
ankle and fluency through the water. Limited range of motion (ROM) in the ankle would limit the individual’s streamline affect and increase drag,
thus decreasing speed.

Practical Takeaways
The important message from this study is that it reinforces
the notion of previous Performance Digest issues, where
poor practice within an early specialisation model has
continually been linked to poor fundamental movement skill
development. The ‘specialisation’ or focus on one sport can
be detrimental to holistic development, and in this case,
swimming performance that has been expanded on in the
attached podcast. The Performance Digest reader should
read this article and carefully analyse if their training is
developing skills outside of the key performance indicators
in their sport.
For example, in a Golf swing, players may develop rotation,
anti-rotation, and single-arm strength with the theory that
this may support a longer drive. This over-simplistic way of
looking at sports performance may not support an athlete in
a variety of situations, especially when force generation
comes from the ground-up and through the kinetic chain.
This is particularly important to those in specialist sports
such as swimming, golf, cricket, or long-distance running,
for example.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Tom’s
Comments
“Ensuring that children and adult
swimmers are provided with adequate
S&C is a must, in my opinion. In order to
obtain the physical capacity to withstand
the loading in other sporting movements
(e.g. running and jumping), children who
participate in non-weight load-bearing
sports must also perform sufficient
amounts of land-based tasks (e.g. running
and jumping). Doing so, will ensure they
develop adequate muscle-tendon
capacity and bone strength, for example.
This article will not only support you in
swimming, but many other sports by
suggesting exercises and ideas that are
inclusive, fun, and developmental. These
are my favourite kind of articles as they
blend a mix of scientific justification, the
skills needed to attain technical
excellence, and a progressive exercise
matrix to support practitioners. I highly
recommend you read this and think about
how you could apply this to your sport/
environment.”
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Nutrition
This month’s top research on nutrition.

DOES GREEN TEA IMPROVE FAT LOSS
DURING EXERCISE?
Elisabeth, M. et al., (2018).
International Journal of Sport
Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism.
DOES CAFFEINATED GUM
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE?
Ranchordas, M.K. et al., (2018)
International Journal of Sport
Nutrition and Exercise Metabolism.
HOW TO MAINTAIN IMMUNE HEALTH AND
PREVENT ILLNESS IN ATHLETES
Walsh, N. P. (2018). European Journal of Sport
Science. 1-12.
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[Abstract]

Does green tea improve fat loss during
exercise?
OBJECTIVE
Green tea contains a class of polyphenolic flavonoids known as catechins, which contain epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG). EGCG
is considered to be the most active bioactive compound of the catchins. It is well known that green tea has a high content of
catechins compared to oolong and black tea. Research has suggested that consumption of green tea extract can increase fat
oxidation, and, has therefore, often been implemented in bodyweight management studies. Although most studies with green
tea have been performed in animal models, green tea has also been shown to enhance fat oxidation in humans, despite
observations remaining inconsistent.
In previous research, the administration of green tea supplementation has been in capsule form, and therefore no studies have
examined the effects of traditional brewed green tea drink including the leaves on fat oxidation during exercise. The
concentration of EGCG from drinking Matcha green tea is a least 3 times the highest intake of EGCG compared to other green
teas. This study examined the effects of Matcha green tea drinks on metabolic, physiological, and perceived intensity responses
during brisk walking in recreational active females.
WHAT THEY DID
13 active healthy women volunteered to take part in the study. Initially, a resting metabolic equivalent (1-MET) was measured
using Douglas bags (1-MET: 3.4 ±0.3 ml · kg-1· min-1). Participants completed an incremental walking protocol. During each stage,
expired air was collected in the last 3 minutes. The incremental-intensity walking test was performed to determine the linear
relationship between walking speed and oxygen consumption expressed in the metabolic equivalent. For each individual, the
linear relationship between walking speed and metabolic equivalent (r2 = 0.9353 ± 0.0383) was used to calculate the walking
speed at 5- or 6-METs (i.e. moderate intensity exercise).
WHAT THEY FOUND
Matcha had no effect on physiological and perceived intensity responses although authors’ state consumption of Matcha
resulted in lower respiratory exchange ratio and enhanced fat oxidation during the 30-minute brisk walk.

Practical Takeaways
This study provides data showing consumption of 4
normal cups of Matcha green tea in a 24-hour
window results in enhanced fat oxidation during 30
-minutes of brisk walking. Although this appears
promising, the take home messages may not be so
clear. Caution should be taken with this data set,
especially considering the authors chose to select
three 2-minute windows to compare Matcha versus
the Control. It would be interesting to postulate if
any significance would be seen when comparing
the between-group whole means together.
Taken together, and in support of a recent
Cochrane systematic review, the concluding
remarks surrounding green tea suggests no
significant effect on weight loss from drinking
green tea.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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James’s
Comments
“I believe this study is an excellent
demonstration of why simply
reading study abstracts or purely
getting your information from the
new trend of internet-based
“infographics” can be very
misleading, and perhaps even
detrimental to science as a whole.
Female participation in research is
scientifically vulnerable and
complex. Researchers confirmed
the follicular phase of participants
based on self-reported information
with no objective measurements of
the hormonal profile. Therefore, the
authors cannot exclude intraindividual differences in the
hormonal levels, and consequently,
variation in the individual
responses.”
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[Abstract]

Does caffeinated gum improve
performance?
OBJECTIVE
Caffeine is frequently used as a nutritional ergogenic aid during training and competition. Caffeine consumption has been repeatedly
shown to improve multiple soccer-specific activities such as endurance performance, strength, power, agility, skill, and reaction-time
tasks. Traditionally, caffeine has been supplied in a capsule, gel, or beverage approximately 1-hour prior to exercise, with peaking
caffeine concentrations at 15 to 120 minutes after ingestion. However, caffeine administered as a chewing gum is more rapidly
absorbed into the blood stream via the buccal mucosa, resulting in a faster onset of effects compared to the other traditionally
methods of ingestion (i.e. 5 minutes vs. 45 minutes, respectively).
Therefore, caffeinated chewing gum may be beneficial for team-sports scenarios where limited time for nutritional interventions exist
at specific points in the competition day (e.g. end of warm-up, at half-time or for substitutes) to gain an ergogenic benefit.
Unfortunately, limited studies have examined the effects of caffeinated chewing gum on soccer-specific performance components,
and despite these existing studies, findings remain equivocal to this kind of caffeine administration. The aim of the study was to
determine whether a low dose of caffeine (200mg) provided in a chewing gum form would improve performance in a battery of
soccer-specific tests.
WHAT THEY DID
In a double-blind, randomised, cross-over study design, 10 male university-standard soccer players (age 19 ± 1 years, stature 1.80 ±
0.10m, body mass 75.5 ± 4.8kg) consumed a caffeinated (200mg: caffeine) or control (0mg; placebo) gum, on two separate occasions.
Following a standardised warm-up, gum was chewed for 5 minutes and expectorated (i.e. spat out) 5 minutes before players
performed a maximal countermovement jump, a 20m sprint test, and the Yo-Yo intermittent recovery test. All tests were completed
within 30 minutes and 5 minutes passive recovery separated each test. Furthermore, all tests were performed with verbal
encouragement from coaching staff and test administrators at both trials to ensure consistency.
WHAT THEY FOUND
Despite 200mg caffeine being ingested via a chewing gum form, there was no effects on 20m sprint times, but players did cover
more distance (by 2%) in the Yo-Yo IR1, and increased countermovement jump height by 2.2% when compared to placebo.

Practical Takeaways
Chewing caffeinated gum which contains 200mg of
caffeine appears to enhance aerobic capacity by 2%
and increase countermovement jumping by 2.2%.
Although such effects were small, chewing caffeine
gum provides an alternative method to ingest caffeine
with a faster absorption and a reduced likelihood of
gastrointestinal distress before kick-off compared to
other caffeine administration (e.g. bars, gels, or drinks).
This is especially practical for team-sport players
where there is limited time for nutritional intervention
during competition (e.g. during the 10-15 minutes halftime break). During half-time, for example, substitutes
who are called upon by the coach and who cannot
tolerate caffeinated beverages or pills because of
gastrointestinal problems following consumption,
could use caffeinated gum to prepare themselves for
match involvement.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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James’s
Comments
“As acknowledged by the authors, the
caffeinated gum contained 100mg per
piece. It was, therefore, problematic to
prescribe 3mg.kg-1 bodyweight of
caffeine as a relative dose to
participants. Instead researchers
provided an absolute dose of 200mg
leading to a mean dosage 2.7 ± 0.2
mg. kg-1 bodyweight (range: 2.4 to 2.9)
of caffeine. As such, it is possible the
researchers would have observed
larger effects if they administered a
higher dose of caffeine.
Additionally, it is important to highlight
that the participants were universitystandard players, meaning these
results may not necessarily be
replicated to elite soccer players, for
example. Future research should
investigate the effects of caffeinated
gum on the technical components of
soccer as well as the actual match
play.”
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[Abstract]

How to maintain immune health and
prevent illness in athletes
OBJECTIVE
Heavy exercise from training and competition combined with life stress such as travelling, emotional status, and pressures to succeed can all have an
effect on the innate and acquired immunity in athletes. In this review article, Neil Walsh provides new insights and evidence-based recommendations
for coping with the various challenges that athletes encounter on immune health, including: heavy exercise, life stress, sleep disruption,
environmental extremes, and nutritional deficits.
WHAT THEY DID
Neil provides the background and overview of stress-immune interactions, identifying particular key factors that can lower immunity in athletes.
Importantly, the common pathways for the immune response to physical and psychological challenges are highlighted, which result in the release of
Catecholomines and Glucocorticoids. The innate, mucosal, and acquired immunity are overviewed with both counts and functional aspects related to
the influence of prolonged exercise (>90 min); which is a duration many athletes will be exposed to in either training or competition. Additionally, Neil
displays values of particular nutritional supplements for reducing the common ‘cold’ and maintaining immunity in various scenarios.
WHAT THEY FOUND
In a simple and clear manner, Neil provides some succinct recommendations in relation to how athletes and support practitioners can modify training
and recovery activities, optimise psychological well-being, improve sleep strategies, mitigate negative outcomes from those encountering extreme
environments, and lastly, how nutritional aids can maintain health in athletes.

Practical Takeaways
Modifying training and recovery activities to maintain immune health in athletes
Manipulate training volume and/or intensity to manage training load; keep the size of
increments in volume and intensity to 5–10% per week (particularly during winter);
increase the frequency of shorter, so-called “spike” training sessions, rather than
enduring fewer but longer sessions; implement recovery activities immediately after
the most intensive training sessions; undertake easy-moderate training sessions after
each high-intensity session; plan an easier recovery/adaptation week every second
or third week of the training cycle; permit athletes at heightened risk of illness several
weeks of active recovery after the completion of a season or major competition.
Optimise psychological well-being and maintain immune health in athletes
Keep unnecessary life stress to a minimum; monitor and manage all forms of stress
(psychosocial and physical); monitor life demands (e.g. using the DALDA
questionnaire); monitor mood, stress, and anxiety; implement stress management
interventions where necessary.
Sleep recommendations to maintain immune health in athletes
Aim for 7+ hours of sleep each night; avoid restricting sleep over many days and
“catching-up”; monitor morning freshness and vigour; consider monitoring sleep
duration and efficiency using a wearable device; daytime naps may be beneficial;
optimise sleep hygiene routine in the hour before bedtime (e.g. reduce psychological
strain, go “screen-free”, and ensure darkness at bedtime: see attached infographic).
Maintain immune health in athletes encountering extreme environments
Carefully manage training load and recovery when training with additional heat and/
or hypoxia; acclimation to heat and/or hypoxia may limit the influence of
environmental extremes on immune health; take extra precautions to avoid
prolonged periods of breathing large volumes of cold, dry air (e.g. when training and
competing in the winter); personal hygiene, sleep hygiene, proper nutrition, and
reducing unnecessary stress become increasingly important during long-haul travel
to training camps and competition; short-lasting exposure to environmental extremes
may enhance immunity and reduce sickness (e.g. 30-secs hot-to-cold showers).
Nutritional recommendations to maintain immune health in athletes
Match energy intake to expenditure; avoid crash dieting; eat a well-balanced diet;
consume >50% daily energy intake as carbohydrate; ensure adequate protein intake
(1.2−1.6 g/kg body mass/day); consider 1000 IU/day vitamin D3 from autumn to
spring to maintain sufficiency; at the onset of a cold, take zinc acetate lozenges (75
mg/day); consider probiotics (≥1010 live bacteria/day) for illness prone/travelling
athlete.

Want to learn more?
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James’s
Comments
“Irrespective of athlete’s playing
level, this review touches on
many areas that can affect
training, competition, and
ultimately, the health in those
partaking in heavy training
periods and competitions. It is
important to consider that
recommendations should be
applied on an individual basis
rather than a blanket approach.
Indeed, many of them will hold
true and important with most
athletes, but maybe the biggest
wins would come from
understanding which areas your
athletes already do very well,
and therefore, which areas need
the most work on to gain the
biggest improvements. Lastly, it
is important to remember that
any supplement being
purchased should be from a
company that can provide the
‘batch certificate’ with it; this
ensures the products/
supplements are clean and
contain no WADA banned
substances.”
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Injury Prevention & Rehab
This month’s top research on injury prevention and rehabilitation.

INJURIES IN YOUNG ATHLETES: HOW IT AFFECTS
THEIR PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES
Von Rosen P, et al., (2018) Eur J Sport Sci.
BLOOD FLOW RESTRICTION FOR POSTOPERATIVE REHAB
Tennent DJ, et al., (2018) Curr Sports Med
Rep. 17(4):119-122.
HOW PUBERTY AFFECTS ACL INJURY
RISK BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER AN
INJURY PREVENTION PROGRAMME
Thompson-Kolesar et al., (2018) Am J
Sports Med.
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[Abstract]

Injuries in young athletes: How it affects
their perceptions and experiences
OBJECTIVE
A growing amount of research is calling attention to the high incidence and prevalence of injury in elite-level youth athletics. While research is
definitely refocusing on risk factors and possible injury prevention, it is not so focused on the psychological consequences of these injuries. The
purpose of this study was to perform an in-depth exploration of data regarding the consequences of injury and the perceptions and experiences
of the adolescent athletes that are injured.
WHAT THEY DID
Authors performed a 1-year, mixed-method study using an online questionnaire and semi-structured interviews in focus groups. The participants
were 340 adolescent elite athletes (155 female, 185 male; average age of 17 years) recruited from The National Federation of Sports in Sweden
and represented 16 different sports. The questionnaire (administered bi-weekly) consisted of three parts, including the Oslo Sports Trauma
Research Center’s Overuse Injury Questionnaire, questions regarding new injury occurrence, and questions about return to sport following injury.
Using specific inclusion criteria, focus groups were created from this research cohort. This resulted in 20 athletes (12 female, 8 male) from 9
schools, placed into five final focus groups of 4-6 athletes each, varying in sport and gender.
From the questionnaires, the authors evaluated the prevalence of injury, substantial injury, injury consequence variables (sports participation,
performance, training, and pain), as well as the changes in current injury from baseline to study conclusion for all athletes and between sexes. As
for the focus groups, semi-structured interviews were conducted, asking athletes about their individual experiences before, during, and after
being injured. An inductive content analysis, described by Graneheim and Lundman, with a five-step approach to developing common themes,
was used to analyse the interview data (more on this method in resources).
WHAT THEY FOUND
What the questionnaires revealed: Of the 340 athletes, 157 (46.2%) reported being injured at the start of the study; of which, females represented
a significantly greater proportion (52.9% female vs. 40.5% male). The average bi-weekly prevalence of injury was 38.7%, again, with a substantially
higher proportion being female athletes. Of the entire cohort, 30% were injured more than half of the reporting times.
What the interviews revealed: Consensus was made on 3 “higher order” themes (personal and environmental factors influencing the recovery
process, experiences and lessons learned from injury, and questioning the life-role as an elite athlete), 15 “sub-themes” (listed in Table II of the
study), and one “overarching” theme (Injury as a threat to the identity of a young athlete).

Practical Takeaways
Although this study highlights the concerning rates of injury, it is not one about how we
can reduce these risks. It is more so about the psychosocial consequences of such
injuries. Touching briefly on the 3 “sub-themes,” there are important keys for both
coaches and rehab clinicians to know.
Regarding personal and environmental factors, athletes felt that they were sometimes
not challenged enough and were doing “low-dose” exercises when they are used to
doing “higher-level” exercises. They also mentioned feeling like they were spending a
lot of their time alone doing their rehab exercises and were no longer a part of the
team or group. For coaches and rehab clinicians, this means we need to safely
challenge elite athletes in the clinic and we need to ensure that they remain a
respected part of their team.
The sub-theme of experiences and lessons learned from injury highlighted the fact
that athletes’ perception of pain was altered with injury. They reported that they had a
heightened awareness to injury threats and of their own body in general. This is a
hugely important area for proper education from coaches and clinicians, so as to avoid
fear avoidance, or an unhealthy relationship with pain.
Finally, the theme of questioning the life-role as an elite athlete served to reiterate the
importance of inclusion of the injured athlete. One quote from a participant even
described loneliness in the post-injury process: “Your friends are training and its like
you should not be with them. You are just alone by yourself. You sit and do some easy
rehab, but you are just alone.” If we keep this in mind while coaching athletes or
treating patients, we will better be able to take action to include that individual in
group happenings both in the clinic and at practice/games.
Other than the lower-level of study design, the major weaknesses of this study were
its small sample size, lack of blinding and randomisation, and lack of long-term followup.

Want to learn more?
Then check these out...
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Steph’s
Comments
“This may be one of the most relevant studies I have read in
quite some time, and it brings to the forefront several subjects
that are not spoken of often in the world of athletics. It also
provides concrete, actionable ways to address these
consequences, and they are very simple to execute (check out
the “clinical implications” included at the end of the study).
There were three main clinical “gems” that I will take from
reading this study. First, I think that it is very common for us, as
physical therapists, to make early-stage rehab “too easy” for
higher-level athletes; especially when we work with the
general population. We need to remember that we are working
with a smaller subset of that population, whose identity, as this
study affirms, is affected by their ability to perform tasks.
Therefore, we should create a plan of care that sufficiently, yet
safely, challenges these individuals.
Second, it is clear that these athletes feel separated from their
peers. They feel like “the injured one”, vs. “normal.” It is of
utmost importance for us to ensure that the athlete feels just as
much a part of the group, whether that is in the clinic with other
patients, or on the field with their teammates. From a rehab
perspective, an example of this could be making an effort to
have patients of similar age and/or injury working near each
other or together during exercises. Sharing stories and being
able to give and receive even small amounts of support during
the process can be instrumental in positive outcomes.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, is the fact that these kids
report having an altered perception of pain. Research has
shown how complex the science, physiology, and psychology
of pain is. Therefore, it is up to rehab and coaching
professionals to be knowledgeable about the science of pain
and to be able to properly educate patients and athletes on this
matter, so as to avoid persistent pain and/or an unhealthy view
regarding it. We, as the coach or therapist, spend the most time
with these athletes and we have a huge influence on them.
Let’s make sure that influence is nothing but positive and
empowering.”
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[Abstract]

Blood flow restriction for post-operative
rehab
OBJECTIVE
Particularly for athletes, but also in the general population, one of the main goals post-operatively is to regain the patient’s baseline strength, range of motion,
and overall function of the lower-extremity that they had prior to injury. However, at times, either post-operative precautions and/or normal post-operative
muscle inhibition that becomes prolonged, can inhibit these goals. Part of the problem may be that the individual may not be able to tolerate the level of
loading required to achieve muscular hypertrophy (65%-85% of 1RM).
This study hypothesised that using blood flow restriction training (BFR) may aid in generating the effects needed to increase strength without loading the limb
past tolerance. This could ultimately lead to earlier strengthening and return to pre-injury levels of function. BFR utilises partial vascular occlusion while
performing exercises under loads as low as 20%-30% of a 1RM in order to increase strength, hypertrophy, and endurance. The exact mechanisms behind BFR
training are not fully understood, but it is thought that the relatively anaerobic environment and resultant cellular stress created by the cuff can promote
hypertrophy at much lower loads than without the BFR cuff.
WHAT THEY DID
Authors assessed 3 individuals: 1) a 21 year old female collegiate athlete who underwent knee arthroscopy with scar release and debridement; 2) a 30 year old
active duty male soldier who underwent knee arthroscopy with medial femoral chondroplasty and loose body removal; and 3) a 27 year old active duty male
soldier who experienced multiple right lower-extremity injuries from an improvised explosive device (IED), and underwent extensive arthroscopic repairs. Each
participant was tested before and after the intervention using an isokinetic dynamometer set at 90 degrees/second. Peak torque for both hamstrings and
quadriceps, as well as total work performed were calculated. The BFR protocol was as follows: resistance was set at 30% of 1RM, total limb occlusion pressure
(LOP) was set at the level needed to eliminate palpable pulse, and partial vascular occlusion was accomplished by setting the cuff to 80% of the LOP. Each
individual performed three exercises, specifically determined for them by an experienced physical therapist, based on their unique strength deficits. They
performed 4 sets, each to failure, with 30-seconds of rest between sets; the cuff remained inflated until that last set was finished.
WHAT THEY FOUND
The 21-year old female participated in 2-weeks of BFR training that focused primarily on her significant quadriceps weakness. Following the intervention, her
peak torque deficits improved from 70% to 53% for knee flexion, and 30% to 12% for knee extension. The 30-year old male demonstrated a primary deficit in
knee flexion, and following 4-weeks of BFR training, his peak knee extension torque deficit improved from 20% to 14%. His knee flexion peak torque went from
a 11% deficit to surpassing the strength of the opposite leg by 63.33%. The 27-year old male, whose injuries were a bit more extensive, demonstrated significant
strength deficits in both knee flexion and extension. He underwent 4-weeks of BFR training with the following results: his knee flexion deficit improved from
62% to 30%, and his knee extension deficit improved from 49.2% to 27.08%. All three participants also demonstrated significant improvements in total work
performed.

Practical Takeaways
Though this sample is very small (n = 3), it demonstrates both the simplicity and
feasibility of implementing such a protocol into an existing rehabilitation plan for
patients and athletes. Barring any vascular disease or abnormality, this method
can serve as an effective way to initiate meaningful strengthening and
hypertrophy earlier on in the post-operative phases of rehab, which can
potentially help to return the athlete to play or the patient to optimal level of
function sooner.
This method also allows for specificity, for example, if your clinic or facility does
not have access to the higher quality, more expensive cuff, such as the
Hokanson cc17 thigh cuff used in this study, you can still use a lower quality cuff
and ensure objective accuracy and repeatability by inflating to a level that just
eliminates detectable pulse. There are also plenty of resources on proposed
repetition schemes, and, if you are just beginning and are not sure of effective
doses, you may use the concept of “perform to failure” prior to rest, as they did
in this study as well.
Lastly, it allows for creativity in the clinic or gym. It allows flexibility of exercises,
so you can perform sport- or occupation-specific exercises, and/or exercises
that specifically target a weak muscle group or weak motor pattern. This can
positively affect the person’s rehab experience, as they are now being
prescribed exercises that are clearly individualised to them.
A weakness of this study includes the fact that it was a case series with only 3
participants, and, as a result, it lacked randomised groups and blinding, and
there was no measurable follow-up. It is, however, very applicable to the gym
and clinic setting, and can be applied safely with both athletes and the general
population.
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Steph’s
Comments
“I want to highlight an aspect of this study that I did
not mention above, so as not to detract from the
objective reporting. The authors took time to review
some of each participant’s background story and
how they ended up requiring surgery. In each
person’s case, he or she had gone through long
periods of both conservative management and/or
pain and functional limitations, and were unable to
do what they needed or wanted to do because of
their symptoms.
For example, the 27-year old male that had been
injured by an IED was still reporting pain in his knee,
he had an abnormal gait pattern, he was using a
cane, could not climb or descend stairs reciprocally,
he could not squat past 45 degrees, and he could
not run. Following his short BFR intervention, he was
able to walk without a cane, climb stairs reciprocally,
squat to 90 degrees, and begin straight-line running.
The authors touch on how post-operative muscle
inhibition and poor neuromuscular (brain to muscle)
communication has been shown to contribute to
prolonged post-operative symptoms. If we have
tools such as BFR that can be an adjunct to our
treatment and can be the difference in the rehab
process that combats these deficits, then why not
implement it where appropriate? It is not meant to
be a “blanket” treatment for all post-operative
individuals, however, it can be utilised safely and
just as easily discontinued if not notably beneficial
for your patient or athlete.”
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[Abstract]

How puberty affects ACL injury risk both before
and after an injury prevention programme
OBJECTIVE
The discrepancy in risk of ACL between males and females (females 4-6 times more likely) appears not to exist prior to adolescence. This suggests that, at some point around
puberty, the sexes diverge. Pre-adolescent athletes demonstrate greater knee valgus angles during jumping and landing tasks than their adolescent counterparts, which is a
documented and researched risk factor for ACL injury. This is why initiating injury prevention programmes early on in pre-adolescence can be incredibly important. Another
interesting finding is that while the rapid growth in bone length that occurs during adolescence seems to correspond with increased muscle power and strength for males, it seems to
correspond to a decrease in dynamic knee control and stability for females. With research showing that flexor and extensor (hamstring and quadriceps) muscle co-contraction can
have a protective, stabilising effect at the knee, it is important to look at athletes’ ability to co-contract as well.
There has been little research on the influence of age on biomechanical risk factors following completion of an injury prevention programme. Therefore, the purpose of this study was
first, to quantify the differences in biomechanical and neuromuscular risk factors between pre-adolescent and adolescent female soccer players, and second, to analyse the changes
in risk factors between the age groups after completing the FIFA Medical and Research Centre (F-MARC) 11+ injury prevention programme.
WHAT THEY DID
94 female soccer athletes were recruited from local area high schools; 51 pre-adolescent (ages 10-12) and 43 adolescent (ages 14-18). The intervention group was comprised of 28 pre
-adolescent and 22 adolescent athletes from 5 different teams. The control group consisted of 23 pre-adolescents and 21 adolescents from 22 other teams. Both groups were tested
at baseline, and again, approximately 10 weeks later. Video motion analysis testing with retroreflective markers placed at 36 sites on the body was used to assess knee joint angles,
and, therefore, biomechanical risk factors. Surface electromyography (EMG) was used to estimate flexor-extensor muscle coactivation.
For the motion analysis testing, each participant performed a jump-land from a 30cm box followed immediately by a countermovement jump for max height. For the double-legged
task, subjects were to jump forward a distance of 50% body height. For the single-legged task, the required distance was 40% body height. Both tasks required the athlete to land on
the force plate. Following the jump and land exercise, they were introduced to and completed two cutting tasks: one planned and one unplanned. The planned cutting task had
detailed specifications regarding which limb was to be pushed off of, what speed, and the angle at which to make the cut. The unplanned cutting task simply gave a random
directional cue using one of two timing lights. Both cutting tasks also required the athlete to land on the force plate. The F-MARC 11+ injury prevention warm-up programme was
initiated 2-3 weeks after baseline testing and consisted of 15 sessions over 7-8 weeks during the season. The sessions replaced the team’s warm-ups and required approximately 25
minutes to complete.
WHAT THEY FOUND
At baseline, peak knee valgus angles (at initial contact/landing) were greater in pre-adolescents than in adolescents. Muscle co-contraction was measured at pre-contact and weight
acceptance. Also at baseline, pre-adolescents had a higher co-contraction ratio for the single-leg jump at pre-contact. During weight acceptance, the pre-adolescents also had
higher co-contraction ratios with cutting, unanticipated cutting, double-legged jump, and single-legged jump.
After the intervention programme was completed, the major difference between intervention and control groups was a significant improvement (decrease) in peak knee valgus angle
and moment at initial contact during the double-leg jump task. Regarding pre-adolescent vs. adolescent differences, the following were found: pre-adolescents improved
(decreased) their initial contact peak knee valgus angle and moment with the double-leg jump, compared to adolescents. Pre-adolescents also demonstrated improved (increased)
flexor-extensor muscle co-contraction with pre-planned cutting both compared to the pre-adolescent control group as well as the adolescent group. For all other movements in the
programme, however, there was no significant differences in co-contraction ratios.

Practical Takeaways
Consistent with the authors’ hypothesis, there was notable improvement
in initial contact knee valgus angles in pre-adolescents, suggesting that
they may benefit more from such injury prevention programmes like the
F-MARC 11+ than would older age groups. However, this difference was
only seen with the double-legged jump task. This suggests that in the
clinic or in the gym with athletes, particularly younger athletes, it is
absolutely worth the coaches’ time to regularly integrate double-legged
jump and land tasks in to the programming.
The only main difference with flexor-extensor muscle co-contraction
between age groups was an increase in pre-contact co-contraction in
pre-adolescents compared to adolescents. Previous research has
conversely suggested that co-contraction is greater in adolescents and
adults compared to the younger athletes, as it may be an “acquired”
stabilising mechanism that is learned with increased practice of newer
movements. The increase in co-contraction with pre-planned cutting
that was observed here, then, could be explained as increased due to it
being a new skill being learned and the nervous system increasing
surrounding muscle tension/stiffness to stabilise. Either way, for coaches
and clinicians, this suggests that we place emphasis on teaching a
variety of cutting and plyometrics, both planned and unplanned.
Therefore, co-contraction, perhaps initially as an attempt at reflexive
stability, but eventually as a learned joint stability technique, becomes
the norm during cutting and plyometrics.
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Steph’s
Comments
“The bottom line here is that the earlier
we can introduce injury prevention
programmes with our athletes, the
better chance we have of helping
legitimately reduce their risk of injury;
particularly females. As these data
show, it does not need to be fancy or
complicated. Making sure that a
programme is supplemented with
basic double- and single-leg landing
mechanics, single-leg neuromuscular
control exercises, a variety of planned
and unplanned cutting tasks, and some
sport-specific drills can be incredibly
beneficial. Not only are you helping
these young athletes reduce their risk
of injury, you are setting them up for
sport-specific success, and you are
making it enjoyable, which is going to
ensure long-term consistency in
training. This consistency, is huge in
longevity of training and mitigation of
injury as we age.”
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Infographics
A round-up of our monthly research infographics.

DOES PROTEIN
SUPPLEMENTATION AUGMENT
RESISTANCE TRAINING GAINS IN STRENGTH
(1RM) AND FAT FREE MASS (FFM)
Morton RW. et al., (2018). Br J Sports Med. 52(6)
STRENGTH TRAINING IN YOUTH SPORTS
Chaves, M. (2018) Science for Sport.
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Special Discounts
An assortment of product offers only
for Performance Digest subscribers.

These offers are constantly changing
and may only be available for that
particular month, so if you see one
you like, don't wait!

Make great savings on some of the industry's
best selling and must read books

Save 20% using the discount code "SFS20"
Click on any book to purchase now.
The discount applies to any Human Kinetic
books on their website, these are just examples.
Discounts do not apply to Australian and New Zealand customers, sorry.

Thanks for Reading!
The next issue will be published on 31st May, 2018.

Did you like all the great content
in this issue?
If so, then make sure you spread the
knowledge with your friends and colleagues!
Warm Regards
Science for Sport

